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Synopsis

Dr. Clara Pagès (51) lives restlessly for her position as an OBGYN at a respected hospital in Barce-
lona (Spain) and for the health issues of her only son Alex (8), a kid full of life and passionate about 
adventures and sci-fi movies, desperately trying not to suffocate in the tense emotional situation of 
his parents’ relationship. In an attempt of bringing back joy to his family, Joan (53), a bored lawyer 
with a frustrated archaeology vocation, decides to take them on a trip to Mexico to share his passion 
for ruins with them. 

Clara’s first reservations on the trip are quickly confirmed when, after losing the suitcase containing 
the medication at the airport of Mexico, Alex suffers an attack and falls into a deep coma when being 
admitted in the ER. 

When the Mexican doctor in charge of Alex’s case suggests Clara and Joan to go see a local shaman, 
whom had surprisingly good results with similar cases, the tension between the couple reaches its 
peek. Seeing Joan’s interest in meeting the shaman, Clara shuts down and decides to repatriate Alex’s 
inanimate body to Barcelona. To “her hospital”.

By confronting her son’s vegetative state and the limits of Medicine, Clara has no other choice but to 
desperately admit and accept the impotence of the specialists in which she had always put her trust 
in. Finally, she realizes how deeply empty her life has turned out to be, consumed by her son’s illness, 
which has mutated into some kind of implacable, unknown and invisible but nonetheless, real ghost. 
A ghost that, one step at a time has managed to crush all of her certainties, to the point of leading her, 
a cartesian woman, into meeting Panchita, that healer who can “feel and read the message of the cells 
and the heart”, according to what Joan says in his letters.

With many doubts, Clara gets to know a simple woman who proposes to liberate her heart with her 
hands, without even asking the reasons of her visit. Befuddled by the “treatment”, Clara listens to the 
woman talk about her own life and the moment when her heart closed itself. Surprised by what the 
woman said and curious about her presence, Clara decides to stay in Mexico with Panchita, in order 
to understand the inconceivable.

By her side, Clara discovers another way of conceiving life and death while Panchita freely unveils 
the Secret of “true HEALTH”: when reuniting in harmony both the Body and the Soul in our Heart, 
the Spirit awakes and we remember our immortal and unlimited essence.

“ THE GRAIL IS WITHIN US ” says Panchita to Clara, a funny smile on her face ;
“ IT’S THE CUP THAT CONTAINS OUR HEART… OUR PERICARDIUM! ”
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A full-length film based on Montserrat Gascon’s novel.
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